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These instructions do not purport to cover all details or variations in equipment, or to provide for every possible contingency to be met in connection with
installation, operation or maintenance.  Should further information be desired or should particular problems arise, which are not covered sufficiently for the
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8.  Before energizing the panel, ensure that any barriers and
     fillers are in place and secure, that the deadfront is installed,
     that the trim is in place, and the door is closed and locked.

1.  Lock off ALL power supplying this equipment before
     working on it.
2.  Remove the deadfront and keep the screws for reassembly later.

DANGER
Hazardous voltage.
Will cause death or
serious injury.
Keep out.
Qualified personnel only.
Disconnect and lock off all
power before working on 
this equipment.

4.  Inspect the desired location of the new filler plate and orient
     the filler plate for proper fit:
     DFFP01A-C:  For blank filler orientation simply match the long
     side of the filler plate to the long side of deadfront hole.
     DFFPJD01,02:  For the JD filler plate, orient it such that its offset
     hole will allow for proper penetration of the breaker beneath it.
     DFFPVA41A, DFFPV5363A:  For the 3VA filler plate, orient it
     such that it will allow for proper orientation of the breaker
     beneath it.  For example, the DFFPVA41A has a rib whose
     orientation should be towards unit space for proper fit.

6.  Review installation to ensure that the back face of the filler
     plate is flush with the deadfront.  If not, gently tap it until it is.

5.  Facing the front of the deadfront, position the new filler plate
     such that the rear of the filler plate meets the rectangular hole.
     Engage the filler plate clasps onto the deadfront sheet metal
     edge of the opening and swing the filler plate into position so
     the clasps on the opposite side click and fully engage.

7.  Carefully place the deadfront onto its supports to ensure that
     the filler plate fits over the breaker properly.  If fit is acceptable,
     secure the deadfront to the deadfront supports with the screws
     removed in Step 2.
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KIT INCLUDES:   Qty. (1) Main Blank or Subfeed Filler Plate (p/n: 11-D-4560-01, 11-D-4607-01 or 11-D-4612-01)
                                           for DFFP01A or DFFP01B or
       Qty. (1) Large Main Blank Filler Plate (p/n: 11-D-4600-01) for DFFP01C or 
                              Qty. (1) JD Main Filler Plate (p/n: 11-D-4522-01, 11-D-4598-01) for DFFPJD01 or DFFPJD02 or
                              Qty. (1) 3VA41 Main Breaker Filler Plate (p/n:  11-D-4604-01) for DFFPVA41A or
                              Qty. (1) 3VA53/63 Main Breaker Filler Plate (p/n: 11-D-4599-01) for DFFPV5363A

Contact Siemens Sales Office if considering usage in applications other than as shown.

Installation Instructions for replacement filler plates for Siemens Lighting Panels. 

3.  Remove and discard the old or damaged filler plate from the
     deadfront, typically by squeezing the clasp at the rear edge of
     the filler plate and swinging it out of the rectangular deadfront hole.

NOTE:  Pictorial representation
is typical and doesn’t reflect all
physical combinations of fillers
and deadfront openings.


